Direct detection of glucose by surface plasmon resonance with bacterial glucose/galactose-binding protein.
The monitoring and management of blood glucose levels are key components for maintaining the health of people with diabetes. Traditionally, glucose monitoring has been based on indirect detection using electrochemistry and enzymes such as glucose oxidase or glucose dehydrogenase. Here, we demonstrate direct detection of glucose using a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor. By site-specifically and covalently attaching a known receptor for glucose, the glucose/galactose-binding protein (GGBP), to the SPR surface, we were able to detect glucose binding and determine equilibrium binding constants. The site-specific coupling was accomplished by mutation of single amino acids on GGBP to cysteine and subsequent thiol conjugation. The resulting SPR surfaces had glucose-specific binding properties consistent with known properties of GGBP. Further modifications were introduced to weaken GGBP-binding affinity to more closely match physiologically relevant glucose concentrations (1-30 mM). One protein with a response close to this glucose range was identified, the GGBP triple mutant E149C, A213S, L238S with an equilibrium dissociation constant of 0.5mM. These results suggest that biosensors for direct glucose detection based on SPR or similar refractive detection methods, if miniaturized, have the potential for development as continuous glucose monitoring devices.